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Context-free String Constraint with Subword Ordering
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Membership Constraints:

Variable set:{xi, xs, xu, xv} Alphabet: ⌃ [ [n]

Regular String Constraint:

Given two vector of strings  and , 
each having  elements,
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n

Even for regular membership  sequences of indices   
such that 

i1, i2, · · · , ik

ui1 · ui2 · · ·uik = vi1 · vi2 · · · vik?

PCP instance over alphabet  :⌃

9

xi � xu

xs � xu

xu � Shuffle(xi, xs)

xi � xv

xs � xv

xv � Shuffle(xi, xs)

Relational Constraints:

ensures that the string portion of Xu = string portion of Xv = Xs 
and the index portion of Xu = index portion of Xv = Xi

Satisfiability is Undecidable!

 NEXPTIME lower bound

[Atig et. al. 2008]
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Lossy FIFO channels

Processes - Pushdown Systems

Acyclic LPDS
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A reduction from Acyclic LPDS to Acyclic String constraints
 NEXPTIME Upper bound

Variable set V 

{xp1 , xp2 , xp3 , xc1 , xc2 , xc3}

process for each channel

process for each process

gen
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Topology for the PCP simulation

checks |v| = 2`

 2`
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Reduction from a version of PCP instance 
bounded exponentially by an input integer `

In one step,        produces      and      for an index  in the two 
channels. It also ensures that the word                   and                                   
are of length  using the equality gadgets  and . 
In one step,  checks if the topmost letter in the two channels 
are equal or not. It also has access to an equality gadget       
that ensures that no message is lost while verifying their 
equality.

i

2` G1 G2

ver

gen
ui1 . . . uikvi1 . . . vik

ui vi

G3

This implies that both the Satisfiability of Acyclic String Constraints and the Reachability of 
Acyclic Lossy Channel Pushdown Systems are NEXPTIME complete.
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Transition System for processes pi
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must generates at least  a’s2`
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reads exactly 2 a’s
i � 2`

Gadget to count at least 2`

s

cprev?a · cprev?a · cnext!a

Transition System for processes pi
8i, `� 1 � i � 1

p`p`�1p1 p2 …

q0` q`�1 q1q2 q0…
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Equality Gadget

reads an “a” and writes an “a”

Alphabet A Msgs⇥ {c1, c2, c3}

message alphabet

tagged with the channel name  

Membership 
Constraints:

xpi 2 Lpi xci 2 B⇤

{< letters marked by channels other than ci >}

Subword ordered 
Constraints: xp � Shuffle(xq, xc)

For each channel c

where process    reads from channel  

        process    writes on channel 

c
cq

p

Pushdown Transition 
System

Membership Constraint

c?a

c!a

s s’

s s’

s s’
op

(a, c), nop
s s’

s s’

s s’
✏, op

(a, c), nop

Note: c?a - read “a”  from channel c - write “a”  from channel cc!a
op - operations on stack i.e., push(), pop(), nop

To convert a pushdown Transition System      for a process    in the Acyclic LCS to the 
membership constraint      for its corresponding variable in Acyclic String Constraints

Tp p
Lp

For each transition in the Pushdown 
Transition System for a process    , we 
have a corresponding transition in the 
pushdown automata for the 
membership of the variable      as 
follows:

p

xp

Acyclic Fragment
NEXPTIME Upperbound

x � Shuffle(y, z)

y � z

x

y z
Acyclic!

x � Shuffle(y, z)

z � x

x

y z

Cycle!

a subclass of our model where the relational 
constraints induce a DAG (partial order).

Theorem: Satisfiability of Acyclic String constraints 
is NEXPTIME complete! Parse tree of w2 where grammar is in CNF Parse tree of w3

If there is a satisfying assignment then there is a satisfying  assignment of 
length bounded exponentially in the size of the input

Lemma: if  a word  such that  and 


then   ,  and  has bounded size.

9 w2 w1 � w2 w2 2 L

9 w3 : w1 � w3 w3 2 L w3

Context-free
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Acyclic Lossy Channel Pushdown Systems

captures the sequence of indices captures the sequence of strings

captures the index of each word by appending it as a prefix

•Membership Constraints

Defined over a set of Variables  and alphabet , 

It is a conjunction of 

V A

abbaababaa,
…

baaabbabaa,{

}

Shuffle(abab, baabaa)

=
abbaaabababbbabb

Subword 

�

bbabb Shuffle(abab, baabaa)�

•Relational Constraints

Example

V = {x, y} x 2 anbnc⇤

A = {a, b}

y 2 a⇤bnan

x � y y � x

x = y = anbncnSolution:

  x2L Context-free

x � Shuffle(y, y)


